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Cocinare Ice Cream Maker CICM-301 (black)

Cocinare CICM-301 cordless ice cream maker (black)
From now on, you can make healthy ice cream, frozen yogurt, or delicious sorbet in no time. The Cocinare ice cream maker features a
cordless  and  compact  design,  so  you  can  enjoy  your  favorite  dessert  both  at  home  and  away. The  cooling  system  ensures  that  the
perfect temperature is maintained. One charge is enough to use the machine 10 to 15 times.
 
Delicious dessert in 3 steps
Experience the ease with which you can make ice cream, frozen yogurt or sorbet. All you have to do is freeze the cooling cup, then drop
the ingredients of your choice into it and press the appropriate button. Let yourself experiment and create ice cream with unique flavor -
combine coffee, chocolate, rum, fresh fruit and any other ingredients you like.
 
Portable design
Compared to other ice cream makers, the Cocinare stands out for its lightweight and compact design. It works wirelessly - so you can
conveniently use it both indoors and outdoors.
 
Cooling system
The Cocinare device can keep as much as 210 g of ice cream cool and fresh for 5 hours, even on hot days when the temperature reaches
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30°C. The product uses more than 400 g of special cooling liquid, ensuring reliable freezing. Now you can relax on your holiday trip and
always have your favorite ice cream on hand!
 
Set includes:
Ice cream maker x1
Cover x1
Cooling bag x1
USB-C cable x1
Manufacturer
Cocinare
Model
CICM-301
Rated power
40 W
Power supply
7.4 V
Battery capacity
2000 mAh
Capacity
350 ml
Speed
20 rpm
Material
304 stainless steel
Color
black

Price:

€ 96.00

Small appliances, Blenders
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